
WRLSWEB Network Advisory Committee Meeting

October 1, 2009

Sparta Free Library

Minutes

Members present: Patti Berglund, Karen Bernau, Cindy Brown, Karen Carr, Jim Eliason,

Laurie Erickson, Trina Erickson, Muriel Gunderson, Meredith Houge, Peggy Klein,

Carol Krett, Kelly Krieg-Sigman, Deb Lambert, Marie Marquardt, Chris McArdle Rojo,

Kris McNamer, David Polodna, Jeanne Rice, Deanna Rosier, Karyn Schmidt, Lynette

Vlasak, Rita Wachuta Breckel, Mary Waarvik

Guests: Kristen Anderson, Charles Clemence, Deb Dagnon, Randy Dagnon, Noreen Fish,

David Goldfein, Myrna Paulson

The meeting was convened by Polodna at 10:07 am.

I. Greetings and Introductions/Roll Call. Roll call was taken as indicated above.

II. Approval of minutes from June 4 meeting. Motion by Laurie Erickson, seconded by Carol

Krett, to approve the minutes of the June 4, 2009 meeting as presented. Carried.

III. ILS Search Process Update: The written report on the progress of the search committee

was noted and Goldfein updated that report by informing the attendees that the first site

visit has been scheduled for October 13 in Sheboygan to observe the Polaris system. He

added that the committee has ceased to pursue a January 1 implementation date.

IV. Most Convenient Times for NAC Meetings: At previous meetings, dissatisfaction with

having meetings on the first Thursday of the month was expressed. There was brief

discussion about changing the day from Thursday to Tuesday but the clear majority of

members preferred Thursday, just not the first week. Motion by Peggy Klein, seconded

by Jim Eliason, to move NAC meetings to the second Thursday of each even numbered

month. Carried.

V. Patron Cards to Out of State Residents: How to handle out of state residents is a local

library issue; Wisconsin law does not address the matter or even offer any formal way to

facilitate state to state sharing. Within the WRLS region there is an array of policies, with

some libraries charging and some not charging for out of state cards. The concern that

brought the topic to NAC is that this variation might create a situation where a person

will attempt to finesse the system by getting a card at a library that charges little or

nothing for a card and then use that card at a library that requires payments. Polodna

noted that several years ago WRLS distributed a statement cautioning libraries about what

out of state users can expect from a WRLS borrower’s card. Discussion followed with

suggestions that a standard fee adopted by all WRLSWEB libraries might address the

problem. Technological solutions were also proposed and queried. Finally it was

concluded that it would be beneficial if any library having a policy on issuing patron

cards to out of state residents would share that policy with all NAC members. No further

action will be pursued by NAC unless some member brings a specific proposal to the

committee.
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VI. Replacing OCLC Services: Goldfein explained that OCLC is used for a number of

purposes but the original reason for subscribing to OCLC was to obtain bibliographic

records for the database, and that is still the largest use made of OCLC. Over the past

few years OCLC has increased in price to where we now pay more to OCLC than we do

to Sirsi-Dynix. He has been investigating alternatives which would reduce or eliminate

the costs for bibliographic data and which would allow us to withdraw from OCLC. He

wanted to know how members felt about such a change. Schmidt stated that OCLC was

invisible to the member libraries, so they couldn’t easily say what the impact would be of

a change. Discussion proceeded from there with concerns expressed about potential losses

in the interlibrary loan and reference area. Questions were raised about whether we could

eliminate the cataloging aspect of OCLC participation yet maintain ILL and Worldcat

access. Goldfein will look into this and keep the committee up-to-date on developments.

VII. Schedule for Annual Capital Payments: Polodna explained the chart that was included in

the packet, which specifies 1) what each WRLS member library’s annual capital fee will

be as a member of WRLSWEB and 2) the year the fee goes into effect for each library.

Capital fees for those libraries not now participating in WRLSWEB are also included

though an initiation date is not. The purpose for preparing and distributing the chart is

that as we look at other factors than stations for determining WRLSWEB fees, it is

important that the capital fees be clearly established. Polodna used the current method of

calculating fees, using tier 2 and 3 stations, to set each libraries fees. In cases where a

library is not in WRLSWEB and thus has no relevant stations to count, he selected

comparable participating libraries and set similar fees. These fees will now be used until

such time as NAC proposes an entirely new way of calculating and assessing capital fees.

VIII. Campaign -- System Card Clean-up and ILS Migration: Polodna acknowledged that

system staff had not followed through on plans to develop a September campaign to

promote library service. He added, though, that there were still interesting things

happening and a campaign to inform regional residents of the new ILS project, the

availability of genealogical databases, and the value of getting a system card, could be

useful. He said WRLS staff would be working on developing the campaign for a January

2010 kickoff, and asked for any thoughts or suggestions from members. The question was

raised: will the clean up of the WRLSWEB patron database or the final end to the

non-standard ‘‘A...R’’ patron barcodes be announced in any formal way, or will it be

part of the campaign? The possibility of using barcodes issued by other systems for

cross-county users was also raised. Both these issues will be given further thought.

IX. LPL’s DVD Problem Form -- Final Report: Paulson distributed copies of the ‘‘Help Us

Improve Our DVDs & CDs’’ form and the ‘‘Audio-Video Mending Slip’’. She then

explained that the use of the DVD problem form had provided some interesting comments

and raised awareness among users that the library was actively trying to maintain and

improve these disc collections, yet the library probably didn’t learn anything it didn’t

already know. She noted that in the future her recommendation would be that the forms

be used for a limited period of time and then repeated a few months later, rather than

making them constantly available to the public. Paulson concluded that the slips didn’t

catch significantly more problems than their existing process does. Attendees expressed

interest in having both forms available for use by their library, so WRLS will coordinate

production for future use.

X. WRLSWEB Standardization -- Finalize Renewal Decisions: As per the process approved

at an earlier meeting, decisions on standardization need to be reviewed at the meeting
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following adoption of the original decisions and confirmed. The decisions on renewal

made in June were: that each director will take a policy to her or his governing board that

specifies 1) up to three renewals for all circulating materials using the initial loan period

for each renewal, 2) no renewals on materials with requests/holds, 3) renewals allowed

on overdue materials, 4) no overrides (extensions/exceptions) after the three renewals

have been used. Motion by Karen Bernau, seconded by Deb Lambert, to confirm the

original decision. Carried.

XI. WRLSWEB Standardization -- Loan Periods: Deb Dagnon summarized the variations in

loan periods that exist currently for various formats. Discussion followed. Motion by

Karen Bernau, seconded by Jim Eliason, that each director will take a policy to her or his

governing board that specifies a loan period of twenty-one (21) days for 1) books (print

and audio, adult and children's) and 2) all music audio formats. Carried, with Waarvik,

Klein, and Wachuta Breckel opposing. Motion by Jeanne Rice, seconded by Karen

Schmidt that each director will take a policy to her or his governing board that specifies a

loan period of seven (7) days for all videos (any format, single discs and sets). Carried,

with Lambert opposing.

[Though these actions on standardization are non-binding on members and all authority

for setting these parameters resides with local library boards, the premise underlying

NAC actions is the desire to achieve consensus. The expressed opposition to these motions

on loan periods suggest that further thought and discussion are needed. In spite of the

predominance and permanence of local authority, the goal of pursuing standardization,

obviously, is still to achieve the greatest degree of uniformity at all libraries, and if a

proposed standard faces opposition (and subsequent lack of support or even introduction

at the local board level) from the beginning then the goal cannot be achieved. Loan

Periods will be back on the agenda for the December meeting and not for final

confirmation, but for reconsideration. DLP]

XII. Additional Issues or Concerns: None.

XIII. Next Meeting: December 10, 2009, following the Holiday workshop and luncheon, at

the La Crosse Public Library.

XIV. Adjournment: Motion by Karen Carr, seconded by Laurie Erickson, to adjourn. The

meeting was adjourned at 12:15 pm.

Respectfully submitted,

David Polodna
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